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The Grand is an improv comedy film directed by Zak Penn. According to Penn, the film is styled
after those of Christopher Guest , [2] where each actor is given direction concerning their
character, and the actors are left to improvise each individual scene. The plot of The Grand was
somewhat more open-ended than Guest's work, however. The focus of the film is a poker
tournament played at the Golden Nugget in Las Vegas between the characters in which real
poker matches were played by the actors as the scenes were filmed. The film's script did not
specify the winner of the tournament, and the ending of the film was determined by the actual
game played on set. Jack Faro Woody Harrelson is a recovering drug addict who, after many
relapses, decides to move into a rehabilitation facility full-time. Having been married 75 times,
he is a serial husband and is always on the lookout for number The rest of the players "won"
their seats in an online poker tournament. Other contestants include Andy Andrews Richard
Kind , a math teacher, Deuce Fairbanks Dennis Farina , a wily old veteran of Vegas, and "The
German" Werner Herzog , a cheater who ritualistically sacrifices small animals to gain luck at
cards. The film received mixed reviews from critics. The website's critics consensus reads: "
The Grand has moments of comic ingenuity, but the jokes in this poker satire often miss. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The Grand Promotional poster. Release date. Rotten
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My favorite character was Larry Schwartzman played by David Cross. His character is the poker
player who goes nuts about other players beating him when they shouldn't have been in the
hand. So basically The Grand is a Christopher Guest like mockumentary that uses poker as its
subject. It's a great setting for a mockumentary, which is the most important aspect when
making one. If you're setting is off, it's just not going to work. All the good ones like Best in
Show and Waiting for Guffman chose a setting that few people were actually familiar with and
made a joke out of it. The only thing that The Grand lacks that those comedies had, was
appealing to people who aren't familiar with the setting. You don't have to be a dog person to
find Best in Show hilarious, but you kind of have to be a poker person to find The Grand

hilarious. I guess that would be my one huge critique of The Grand. Not appealing to a large
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be Kaplan Seth Schwartzman Michael Karnow Mike Werbe Michael McKean Steve Lavisch Julie
Claire Edit Storyline An improvisational comedy using a handful of actors playing characters
competing in an actual poker tournament. Taglines: A comedy about the fine art of losing.
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